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Picking and Confirm Pick - Ways to Work with Carrier Integration 

Let us look at different ways to work when picking and confirm pick : 

Sales orders are entered onto the system. Stock qty is allocated to orders. You can 

print pick notes for fully allocated orders then look at partially allocated as required.  

 

Auto Generate Purchase orders for stock shortages. When the stock comes in 

allocate to outstanding Sales orders by oldest, due date etc.  

Our focus here is picking and confirm pick.  
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Option 1 : Paper Pick Note 

You can print pick notes in Route/Bin order (the Route is the way to go around the 

warehouse for maximum efficiency) based on fully allocated or partially allocated 

item lines.  

You may use this pick note as a packing note or print an additional copy as a 

delivery note at this stage or at confirm pick.  

You pick the goods and bring them to the packing area to the Packing Station. 

Usually the packing station is a computer with USB scanner, label printer and A4 

laser printer. Maybe you have some scales to confirm weight.  

We have a Packing Station feature in the Carrier Integration plugin that allows a 

user to scan the SO bar code on the top right of the pick note or enter the SO code 

to open the order details. When displayed the user can confirm the qty picked on 

item lines, batch or serials if applicable, the total weight, number of boxes and 

shipping method if it needs changing.  

Screen Shot of Packing Station form

 

Warehouse Filter would only show orders for specific warehouse and is saved by last 

one used for each user. Processed Sales Order allows user to enter an already 

processed order to print again. (NB If you made a mistake on qty, weight or 

shipping method then you would need to void the Invoice or Dispatch to process it 

again).   
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Every order has a shipping method. Behind every Shipping Method we have the 

option to automatically do a mixture of the following at the Packing Station :  

  Confirm Pick or Confirm Pick Dispatch  

1. Book Delivery with Ship Theory and Save Label and Tracking URL 

2. Create a Carrier File  

3. Print Label(s) Ship Theory Carrier or Own Delivery  

4. Print Delivery note and or Invoice 

Packing Setup form below: 

 

The advantage of the Packing Station is that it does not matter whether the order is 

for Own delivery, Carrier file or Shiptheory etc. it knows what to do and print. i.e. 

you may do a mixture of Own Delivery maybe for Local orders and Carriers for 

everything outside. This simplifies and speeds up the process for the Picker / Packer. 

 

If all you need to do is produce a file for many sales orders, for your carrier software 

then you can do this with the Carrier integration form above.   
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Example Scenarios : 

Shipping Method - Own Local Delivery 

This could Confirm Pick the Order, print the Own Delivery Label(s), Delivery Note 

and if you are using Route planning software drop a file for TrackPOD, Maxoptra etc.  

 

TrackPOD not only helps you plan routes, vans but it has a complete POD system on 

PDA as an option.  

 

Shipping Method - Carrier File  

This could Confirm Pick the Order, Print the Delivery Note and drop a file for your 

Carrier software. Then you would go into your carrier software to book the delivery 

and print the carrier label(s).  

We have created File layouts for Royal Mail, APC, DPD, UK Mail, TNT, XPD, UPS 

Worldship. These files contain similar information so if you have a file layout we can 

usually create it. 
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Shipping Method - Ship Theory API 

This could Confirm Pick the Order, Print the Delivery Note, send the order to Ship 

Theory using their API, save with the order the label and tracking url and print the 

carrier label(s). This is obviously very efficient.  

 

Ship Theory integrates to many carriers. You can also set business rules based on 

weight, order value, shipping method etc. to decide which carrier / service to use. 

Using shipping method this is dictated from the order.  

If you needed to change more than weight and number of boxes you can scan the 

SO code into the Ship Theory UI and change more details to print the carrier labels. 

If this is the case for the majority of orders for a shipping method then you would 

set the shipping method to not print the carrier label as it would be better to do this 

from Ship Theory.     

    

 

If 95% of the time you use 1 parcel for orders then you could print the carrier label 

as part of the pick note. This would require all sales order information to be sent to 

Ship Theory in an automated way as we need the Carrier label before we print the 

picking note to do this. The Carrier Integration plugin can operate this way if 

required.  
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We have two options in Interprise around Confirm Pick:  

 

- Confirm Pick creates an Invoice and it has to be posted to create a back order.  

 

- Or we have Confirm Pick Dispatch which creates the back order immediately and 

creates a Dispatch for the shipped goods. These dispatches can then be invoiced 

individually or as a consolidated invoiced for customers who want a consolidated 

invoice.  

It should be noted that Carrier software should email/sms the customer a tracking 

url as part of booking a delivery. If you use Ship Theory then we store the label and 

tracking url with the order as well.   

We recommend users start with Option 1 regardless.  

 

Option 2: Add Consolidated Paper Pick Note 

In addition to the above you could decide to print pick notes as a wave so you select 

for example 10 sales orders and not only select the pick note layout but also a 

consolidated pick note layout.  

A consolidated pick note combines all the items from all the chosen orders into 1 big 

pick note by Route/Location.  

So you pick from the consolidated pick note, take back to packing area and split the 

items up using the individual pick notes. Again coming back to the packing station to 

get delivery note, confirm pick, carrier labels etc.  

This enables you to pick in waves. Volume of orders, number of item lines on orders, 

how much can fit onto a trolley will affect this.  
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Option 3: Add WMS plugin.  

 

 
 

See: https://www.interprise.co.uk/interprise-suite-knowledge-base/warehouse-

management-barcode-picking/  

When using the WMS plugin it allows you to scan confirmation of items as you pick 

them. You can just ask for next sales order to pick or pick a wave of orders to pick 

at once. It shows the picker the total Qty of items, Allocated weight in each order to 

help decide to pick one order or multiple at once. i.e. if you can see that the order is 

1 item of 1kg then you know your trolley will take 50kg so could add some more 

orders to the pick if you wanted to.  

This can replace the paper pick note or you may want to print a label or pick/pack 

note to go with the items anyway for that order on the trolley.  

You will still need to enter or scan the SO code from the WMS screen into the 

Packing Station.  

The WMS is designed for a surface device attached to a trolley and a blue tooth 

hand held scanner.  
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Option 4: 3rd Party Warehouse Management System 

The WMS plugin is a simple plugin designed for simple picking procedures. It is good 

value for money.  

If you expect a full blow WMS system with Symbol hand held devices, RFI etc. then 

you need to look at a 3rd party WMS package. The cost of these systems can be 

more than Interprise.  

We have end points in our API to get sales orders and confirm pick, get POs and do 

Goods Received. So any WMS could integrate with Interprise using our API as the 

end points are already there.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


